
A. How to Answer Tell Me About Yourself?
When you're having an interview, whether it be an in-person, phone, or video interview, a hiring
manager may begin the discussion by questioning you "Tell me about yourself."

They question this query to learn more about you as a contender and evaluate how you're
unique from other contenders.

Knowing how to answer this query can help you enhance your employability and improve your
probability of obtaining a job proposal.

The interviewer can question "Tell me about yourself" in various ways similar to those mentioned
below:

a. I have your resume in front of me but tell me more about yourself.

b. Take me through your resume.

c. I'd love to learn more about your journey.

d. Tell me a little bit more about your background.

e. Describe yourself.

f. Tell me something about yourself that's not on your resume.

g. Can you express more about yourself?



1. Start by studying the job explanation

See what talents the job needs and remember recent activities of yours that offer them.

You can guide to recent professional experience mainly, but you may also reflect on past
volunteer work and other appropriate experiences to sustain your record.



2. Consider How Your Current Job Relates to the Job for
Which You're Applying

You may debate your present job and describe your experiences with the open role. If you're
involved in a more senior role, explain how you're carrying on more duties in your current
position.

If you're completing a lateral transition to a position with diverse skills, explain how your existent
skills translate into the new work.

3. Focus on Strengths And Abilities Supported with
Examples

When you begin making writing of each model, concentrate on details and results that you can
quantify if feasible.

For instance, suppose that you like to talk about how you enhanced the customer service that
your place of employment showed in a past position.

Rather than only stating that you enhanced customer service, you may strengthen your instance
by stating that you improved customer service response rates each quarter by 10% to 15%. If
you don't own the same information, calculate a realistic value.

4. Highlight Your Personality

Because "Tell me about yourself" is about obtaining to understand you, it's a suitable idea to
communicate your personality with your interviewer.

You may like to shortly note hobbies that display your intellectual development or highlight your
community engagement.

Some of these hobbies may have your love of reading, music, volunteering, or playing a team
sport.

You may also examine hobbies that offer personal discipline and accomplishment like learning a
new skill. Concerning personal welfare is a good manner to complete your response while
keeping an experienced tone.



5. Format Your Response

For your answer to be clear and concise, you can provide to manage your answer following a
format or formula.

There are two common formulas you may think of:

a. Present, past, and future

b. Past, present, and future

Both of these instructions are done for your answer, but you may choose one based on the
parts from your knowledge that are most suitable to the position you're aiming for.

For instance, if your most recent position highlights numerous of the skills and qualifications
needed for the role you're aiming for, you may like to start with the present.

However, if you're creating a career change and your past experience is more related to the role
than your current situation, you may like to begin with your history.



Example 1

“I own a significant foundation of specialized skills that I would convey to the role along with my
purpose and work ethic. I’m also excellent with people and am convinced I would efficiently suit
into the organization and contribute to your strong workplace culture.”



Example 2

"I am a civil engineer with 3 years of experience. I passed out with a Bachelor's degree in Civil
Engineering.

In my last role, I was trustworthy for the design and construction of a type of civil engineering
project. I have a strong sense of civil engineering principles, and I am experienced in operating
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software.

I am a positively motivated and results-oriented engineer. I am also a team player and I am able
to work actually under pressure. I am sure that I can create a considerable contribution to any
team.
I enjoy hiking, biking, and spending time with my family. I am also an avid reader and I admire
discovering new specialties.

I am examining a difficult and rewarding position in the civil engineering field. I am assured that I
can employ my skills and experience to create a positive impact on this company."

Example 3

"I am an electrical engineer with 5 years of experience in the power and energy industry. I
passed out a Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering, and I am also a licensed Professional
Engineer (PE).

In my previous role, I was responsible for the design, development, and testing of electrical
systems for power plants and other critical infrastructure. I have strong learning of electrical
engineering principles, and I am proficient in employing a combination of software programs.

In my spare time, I enjoy singing, playing football, and spending time with my family. I am also
an avid reader and I enjoy learning new things."



Example 4

"I am a mechanical engineer with 2 years of experience in the automotive industry. I graduated
with a Bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering.

In my previous role, I was responsible for the design, development, and testing of mechanical
components for Formula 1 cars. I have a strong understanding of mechanical engineering
principles, and I am proficient in using a variety of software programs.

I am a highly motivated and results-oriented engineer. I am also a team performer and I am able
to work effectively under pressure. I am confident that I can make a significant contribution to
any team.

In my spare time, I enjoy boxing, cricket, and spending time with my family. I am also an avid
reader and I enjoy learning new things."

Example 5

"I am a passionate engineer having 4 years of experience in this field. I graduated with a
Bachelor's degree in Civil Engineering in 2019.

I am a positively motivated and results-oriented engineer with a powerful understanding of
engineering principles and a love for helping others. I am also a team performer and I am
capable to perform actually under pressure. I am convinced that I can make a considerable
contribution to any group.

In my extra moment, I enjoy dancing, spending time with my family, and discovering new things.
I am also an avid soldier and I want to create a difference in the lives of others."


